Deep Learning Models Based on Distributed Feature Representations for Alternative Splicing Prediction
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ABSTRACT

Alternative splicing (AS) is a fundamental step in mRNA maturation and gene expression. The advancement in RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) technologies has shed light on the role of AS in increasing protein isoform diversity. AS is recognized to be involved in the regulation of both physiological and pathological functions, hence it is an essential part of the study of gene regulation development and diseases. With the recent advances in machine learning, there is an interest in developing accurate deep learning based computational models for AS prediction. In this paper, we propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) models to tackle the AS prediction task as classification and regression. These models use feature representations learned from genomic data and cellular context. Unlike previous works which use hand-crafted feature extraction, we propose an automatic feature learning approach to avoid explicit and predefined feature extraction. The proposed approach is based on the adaptation of two extensively used natural language processing techniques, namely word2vec and doc2vec. In order to understand the effects of different representation learning techniques, many experiments have been conducted to predict AS based on the cassette exons and cell type. Overall, experimental results on five tissues dataset prove that learning features from genome sequence add a significant improvement to AS outcome prediction in both classification and regression tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ALTERNATIVE splicing (AS) is a major regulated mechanism during gene expression process, where the exons of a primary transcript are spliced together while the introns are cut out. During splicing an alternative exon may be included or excluded, allowing a single gene to give rise to numerous splicing isoforms. Consequently, different proteins can be produced which in turn contribute to the enrichment of cellular protein diversity [1]. For example, AS permits the human genome to produce more than 100,000 different proteins from only 20,000 protein-coding genes [2]. Scientists observed seven main types of AS, of which the most common type is exon skipping (ES) [3]. Splicing event is categorized as ES type when the processed pre-mRNA sequence is a cassette exons - Cassette exons consists of an alternative exon flanked by two constitutive exons - and the resulting mRNA fragment can either skip or comprise the alternative exon. AS derives its huge importance form the fact that approximately 90 % to 95 % of human multi-exon genes are alternatively spliced [2], [4].

Splicing pre-mRNA into mRNA is a specific process that results in a particular protein essential for the cell function. Any error in this process can defect the encoded protein and thus AS is highly linked to diseases and therapy. An increasing number of experiments illustrates that any AS misregulation or disruption of the regular process of splicing can cause a broad range of diseases [5], [6], such as cancer. The rising knowledge about splicing regulation allows the development of effective treatment options.

The existence or absence of some regulatory elements in
the cis-regulatory region alongside with splicing factors can affect the inclusion rate of an alternative exon in the final mature mRNA [7]. Take all these factors into consideration would be beneficial for predicting the percentage of splicing inclusion (PSI, $\Psi$) for a given alternative exon. $\Psi$ helps in discriminating the isoforms that include the alternative exon and those that exclude it.

In the recent years, there is a growing interest among researchers in establishing methods for predicting AS. However, the existing overlap among AS mechanism and other mechanisms limits the ability to analyze AS and cause an incomplete understanding of its regulation [3]. On the other hand, there is a scientific consensus, based on many experimental observations such as the one conducted in [8], that AS is a non-random process. Moreover, “splicing code” is proposed as features set extracted from the genome and RNA characteristics [9]. These features reveal splicing patterns of any given primary transcript of a particular cell.

Previous studies introduced computational models that address the issue of predicting AS. Bayesian neural network (BNN) was used by the authors in [10]. They have used 3665 cassette exons from which they have extracted 1014 RNA features. Using BNN helped in avoiding overfitting problem with the comparison to other traditional machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM), multinomial logistic regression (MLR), K-nearest neighbors, and naive Bayes.

Leung et al. [11] proposed a computational model based on deep neural network (DNN). They have extracted 1393 features from the exons and adjacent introns of each input sequence. The model was capable of dealing with complex relationships exists in the biological dataset. The reported performance of DNN outperformed BNN.

Recently, the proposed work in [12] introduced more accurate models based on deep neural network (DNN). Also, they have reconstructed the BNN model proposed in [11] to establish a baseline. These models achieved better accuracy in PSI prediction due to the following reasons i) the newly designed target function improves the performance because it allows directly predicting PSI instead of using categories ii) extension of the data to 27 mouse tissues compared to 5 tissues used in [11].

A range of studies attempted to find the perfect feature extraction and representation techniques to predict splicing patterns. Barash et al. [9] developed the “splicing code” which extracts 1014 RNA features from any alternative exon of interest and its surrounding introns and exons. This method was extended later by Barash et al. [13], and the AVISPA tool has been introduced. This tool extracts features from any given exon and its nearby sequence and directly indicates whether the exon is alternatively spliced or not. This approach of features extraction has since been adopted by other works including [12].

The ultimate objective is to estimate the alternative exon inclusion level in given alternative cassette exons indicated by the level of percent spliced-in PSI or $\Psi$ (i.e., in ES case it is the inclusion percentage of the alternative exon). In this work, we have revealed that the AS dilemma mostly lies in the feature extraction method. A large number of features is not necessarily beneficial for the model instead it may include many noisy irrelevant features. Extraction of an optimal feature set can lead to better results. Therefore, we have adopted an automatic features learning method based on word embedding. Two frameworks namely word2vec and doc2vec were used to learn these embedding representations. Different architectures were explored to find out the perfect features representation. We perform the evaluation of different deep learning models on a dataset of 5 tissues for both regression and classification tasks.

The main contribution of this work was to propose two variant models for feature representation of AS. This has resulted in achieving better AS prediction accuracy compared to other methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides data processing, proposed models, and implementation details. Section III presents experimental results, evaluations procedure, comparison, and discussions. The paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

The pipeline of our approach consists of three main steps: data processing that decomposes each biological sequence
FIGURE 2. Schematic illustration of the proposed approach. (a) Quantification of RNA-Seq data and generate the PSI value (red) using MAJIQ. (b) Turn the continuous sequences to 3-mers forming the words. (c) Feature representation from sequences using word2vec and doc2vec. (d) Deep learning based models for PSI prediction as classification and regression.

to a sentence of words after quantification Fig. 2(a, b), the feature representation stage that maps each sentence to a feature set Fig. 2(c), and deep learning based computational models that predict alternative splicing Fig. 2(d). The whole process is illustrated in Fig 2 and each step is described in details respectively in this section.

A. DATA PREPROCESSING
The dataset used in this work consists of approximately 11,000 mouse cassette exons for each one of the five tissues. This data is taken from the RNA-seq data provided by Brawand et al. [14]. The five tissues are as follow: heart, brain, kidney, liver, and testis. We start by aligning the RNA-Seq reads to the genome using STAR aligner [15]. Next, We perform PSI quantification using MAJIQ tool [16], which is a probabilistic model that takes as input RNA-seq and the transcription annotation files and provide quantification and visualization of the local splicing variations (LSV). MAJIQ allows generation of Ψ value for each cassette exons and removes duplicate cassettes from the dataset. It was also used for the same purpose in [12]. In order to use the same target function as in [11], the data was divided into 3 classes based on the PSI value: low (0 ≤ Ψ < 0.33), medium (0.33 ≤ Ψ < 0.66), and high (0.66 ≤ Ψ ≤ 1).

Several works, including [9], have investigated the distribution of splicing features across the sequences and reported that most AS distinctive features are frequently located within 300 nucleotides (nt) of upstream and/or downstream introns of the concerned exons. Accordingly, we process each cassette exons in a way that conserves the 3 exons CE1, AE, and CE2. If introns are longer than 600 nt we include 300 nt from the CE1 downstream intron sequence, 300 nt from each of upstream and downstream introns of AE, and 300 nt from the upstream intron of CE2. Otherwise, the whole cassette exon sequence is included. These parts are denoted P1, P2, P3, and P4 respectively in Fig. 1(a). Next, every cassette exon is represented by a fixed dimension feature vector using a distributed representation model. As shown in Fig. 1(b). This process is described in detail in the next section.

B. DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION
In this work, we target the PSI prediction as a classification task where the output can be one of the three classes low, medium, or high. As well as a regression task where the PSI value is directly predicted. Mainly, the proposed approach comprises of two stages: feature learning and PSI prediction.

1) Distributed feature representations
In machine learning applications for genomic data analyses, it is common to extract a set of features for a range of tasks such as classification, regression, and clustering. Due to the complex and noisy nature of the raw genomic dataset. In this work, we decided to apply a feature representation learning technique [17]. This technique permits the generation of a
more optimal set of features. Meanwhile, this step is also crucial to reduce the noise, decrease the computational complexity of the problem, and improve the performance of the computational models.

Word embedding or vector representation of words, its a crucial part of natural language processing (NLP) applications. Conceptually, it is a mathematical embedding from 1-dimension per word to continuous N-dimensional Vectors of real numbers. The growing interest in NLP over the past years because of its useful applications, such as speech recognition and translation devices, has led to a significant evolution in word embedding techniques.

Word2vec proposed by Mikolov et al. [18] is a neural network-based model that returns a continuously distributed representation for each word within a sentence based on the linguistic interaction between its words. Furthermore, in response to the need for similar representation for variable length texts (e.g., sentences, paragraphs, and documents) Quoc et al. [19] proposed doc2vec. It is an extension of word2vec which represents each document as a fixed dimension vector regardless of its length.

It has been revealed that the genetic code can be considered as a language that passes the information within the cell and between cells [20]–[22]. This language is characterized by biological sequences such as DNA and RNA. Besides, applying NLP techniques to biological problems has been proved to be successful [21], [23]. Thus, we adopted the tow NLP frameworks word2vec and doc2vec to find interpretable representations for each cassette exons.

Unlike natural language text data, genome sequence data is a continuous chain of nucleotides based on four nucleobases Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), Thymine (T). Also, it may contain a random nucleotide symbolized by “N” that could be interpreted as any of the four nucleotides. The first step in corpus construction, in this case, is to split the continuous biological sequence into a set of nucleotides of length k (k-mers) to break its continuity and form the words. The concept of words in NLP becomes k-mers. By referring to the previous works in which the effect of k length has been evaluated [24] and the concepts of overlapping and non-overlapping k-mers [24], [25] k was set to k = 3 with overlapping. We remove the regions with random nucleotides “N” which allows retention of the four nucleotides A, C, G, and T only. Now, each cassette exon contains a chain of continues nucleotides will be transformed to a sentence of overlapping words each of length 3 as illustrated in the following example. Subsequently, it will be processed using word2vec or doc2vec to generate the feature vectors.

For instance, a biological sequence ATGAACTG will result in the following sequence of words ATG TGA GAA AAC ACT CTG. The corpus consists of four different nucleotides forming words of length k = 3 and thus the vocabulary can contain 4³ = 64 maximum unique words. We have applied this pre-processing to construct a text corpus from the mouse genome, as described in the following section. This corpus is then used to train the word2vec and doc2vec.

2) Train word2vec and doc2vec models

Corpus preparation is a common procedure for both word2vec and doc2vec models training. We have generated the corpus by processing the whole mouse genome assembly (Release M16 version GRCm38.p5). It is obtainable from the GENCODE website: http://www.gencodegenes.org. Firstly, we have divided the genome assembly into 21 chromosomes (chr1, ..., chr19, X, Y). Each chromosome was partitioned into sequences of 10,000 nt to form the sentences. Then we further broke down each sentence into overlapping 3-mers to form the words.

Word2vec model can be built based on one of the two available training methods: Continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) or skip-gram. Skip-gram executes the current word \( w(t) \) to predict the surrounding window of context words. On the contrary, CBOW predicts the current word \( w(t) \) based on the window of the surrounding context words. Given a window of size equal to 5, the input for CBOW based model is defined as follows:

\[
\sum_{k=-2, k\neq 0}^{2} w(t + k),
\]

The two methods described above perform similarly, however, skip-gram does a better job for infrequent words [26]. In this experiment, we essentially deal with frequent words. Thus, we have chosen CBOW over skip-gram as a training method for word2vec.
The core inception block of the proposed models Inception-considered as large) performs the dimensionality reduction. × 5 convolutions are 3 and 5 × 1 convolution used before reduction. In fact, the additional 1 ers. Also, inception architecture performs the dimensionality generated feature maps before going to the next block of lay-

ers do not improve the accuracy. Due to the new method concerning the tissue type. Since we process five tissues, a one-hot vector (1 × 5) is used to specify the tissue type for every input sample. For example, this input can be in this form [0 0 1 0 0] to point to the third tissue out of the five available tissues.

Likewise, doc2vec is proposed under two architectures: the distributed bag of words DBOW and distributed memory DM [18]. DBOW works in the same way as skip-gram, except that the input word is replaced by the document/sentence ID. On the other hand, DM works in a similar way to CBOW. In addition to the context words in the input, DM adds the documents ID. Fig. 3 illustrates both the CBOW and skip-gram architecture for word2vec model, besides DBOW and DM architecture for doc2vec model. The python library genism [27] was used to train these models. The selected training parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The previously proposed models are based on a simple architecture of BNN or DNN [10]–[12], [28]. These models mostly consist of two hidden layers as adding more layers do not improve the accuracy. Due to the new method proposed in this work for feature representation, which is completely different from the feature extraction method used in the previous works, re-implementation of these models was excluded. Seeing that convolution neural network (CNN) based models show high efficiency in computing range of NLP tasks [29], we have proposed models based on Inception CNN architecture for PSI prediction. The proposed models consist of convolution layers. Each layer applies a convolution operation to the layer input, before passing the result to the next layer. In lieu of stacking layers on top of each other, we used the Inception architecture established in [30]. It allows the network to apply different convolutions with different kernel size in parallel, then concatenates the generated feature maps before going to the next block of layers. Also, inception architecture performs the dimensionality reduction. In fact, the additional 1 × 1 convolution used before the large convolutions (e.g., 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 convolutions are considered as large) performs the dimensionality reduction. The core inception block of the proposed models Inception-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Method</td>
<td>word2vec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus</td>
<td>Mouse Genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Words</td>
<td>3-mers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Count</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Sampling</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus</td>
<td>Mouse Genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Words</td>
<td>3-mers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Size</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Count</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Sampling</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. Word2vec and doc2vec training parameters

The selection of parameters, in the proposed models, was based on previous work [29], where we have found that adding more convolution layers does not improve the accuracy. Hence, we kept the number of convolution layers constant across all models. Likewise, adding more convolution filters to each layer does not improve the accuracy; therefore, we kept the number of filters constant across all models. In addition, we found that using a larger kernel size in the first layer results in better performance, as it allows the network to learn more global features. Therefore, we used a kernel size of 3 × 3 in the first layer of all models, followed by 1 × 1 convolution to reduce the dimensionality. Finally, we found that using a smaller number of filters in the second layer results in better performance, as it allows the network to learn more specific features. Therefore, we used a kernel size of 1 × 1 in the second layer of all models, followed by 1 × 1 convolution to reduce the dimensionality.

1) Implementation

The two frameworks word2vec and doc2vec, trained as described previously, were used to create the feature representation for each cassette exons in the dataset. Word2vec generate a 100-dimensional vector for every word in the sentence based on the context of the surrounding words. Whereas, doc2vec outputs one 100-dimensional vector for each sentence/document. These feature representations form the new input for different models instead of the cassette exons sequences. Additionally, the models take a second input concerning the tissue type. Since we process five tissues, a one-hot vector (1 × 5) is used to specify the tissue type for every input sample. For example, this input can be in this form [0 0 1 0 0] to point to the third tissue out of the five available tissues.

Inception-w2v-PSI and Inception-w2v-LMH is shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. The core Inception model for both models Inception-w2v-PSI and Inception-w2v-LMH.
Doc2vec generates a low dimensional vector of fixed size 100 for each cassette exons. Thus, we proposed an architecture based on Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network for both models that use the doc2vec feature vector. MLP is a class of feedforward artificial neural network. It consists of layers composed of nodes/neurons. In the proposed network structure neurons were assembled in two hidden layers, and only forward connection exists. Dropout regularization was applied to prevent the network from overfitting, and ReLU as an activation function. The output layer was customized to fit the two different tasks as follow: MLP-w2v-PSI model does the regression task. Consequently, in the output layer, the summation of outputs from hidden layers is weighted. Hence, passed through sigmoid activation function that gives the predicted value of PSI. MLP-w2v-LMH model performs the classification task. Therefore, a softmax activation function was used in the output layer to estimate the classes probabilities. MLP architecture implemented as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Hidden Layers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Hidden Nodes</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layers Activation function</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout Keep Probability</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the training process of each model, we followed the procedure proposed in [11] which is based on 5-fold cross-validation. Consequently, to train and test the four models the dataset was partitioned into five equal folds at random. Among these folds three used for training, one for validation, and one for testing. Training phase was monitored by early stopping. We have selected the hyper-parameters that give the optimal result on validation data then the final model was re-trained in the training data and validation data together using the selected parameters. The evaluation is performed on the testing dataset. We perform three random permutations of the dataset to compute the standard deviation. The Keras Python library was used to build the models. We used a system of 6 units GPU NVIDIA GTX Titan X with total memory of 256 GB to accelerate the training process, especially for the word2vec and doc2vec training.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF WORD2VEC AND DOC2VEC

In order to analyze and visualize the quality of the learned embeddings, we plotted the vectors assigned to all the 64 words in the vocabulary for both word2vec and doc2ved. As shown in Fig. 5 (first row). Also, the embeddings of a subset of the dataset from 2 classes low and high are displayed in Fig. 5 (second row). All the embedding were projected from 100-dimensional feature space into 2D space using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [31]. In 2D space, it is notable that both word2vec and doc2vec were able to cluster words with similar properties. The most obvious examples are the clusters circled in Fig.
5 (first row), and the commune property is the amino acid encoded: for word2vec the words cluster ACC, ACA and ACT encode Threonine. While, GTA, GTC, GTG, and GTT encodes Valine. For doc2vec the codons group GCA, GCT and GCC all encode the same amino acid Alanine. While CGT, CGC, CGG, and CGA encodes Arginine. We also notice that the word2vec and doc2vec have learned to gather the same clusters. As an example, the codons circled in green in Fig. 5 (first row).

Concerning evaluation on a subset of the dataset, we have used cassette exons from two classes low and high. Next, we generate the embeddings for each cassette exons using word2vec and doc2vec. For comparison reasons, we also generate an equal number of random 100-dimensional vectors labeled as low or high. Despite the overlapping between the points in the plots, due to the dimensionality reduction. The plots of word2vec and doc2vec show a better distribution allowing more contrast between the two classes compared to the random distribution. Moreover, Word2vec embeddings plot shows better partitioning of the two classes. Because word2vec model assigns a 100-dimensional vector for each word in the sentence, which allows capturing of more significant features.

Towards more illustration, we extend the analysis of similarity using the similarity measure function between two words available in genism library. A sequence from the data was used to compute the similarity of its codons to all synonym codons (i.e., encode for the same amino acid) using word2vec model. The distribution of context similarity for the different codons, which are classified based on the amino acids that they encode, is presented as a violin plot in Fig. 6. The median and interquartile range (IQR) are not very different among the different amino acids distributions. However, the shapes of these distributions are widely distinct. Concerning Threonine (THR), Proline (PRO), Serine (SER) and Alanine (ALA), the similarity distributions are of long similarity range compare to the rest of the amino acids. This because the number of synonym codons encodes these amino acids is more than four codons. The smallest distribution and similarity range belong to the Methionine (MET) meaning it has a few similar codons, as it encoded by a unique codon CTG. Concerning evaluation on a subset of the dataset, we have used cassette exons from two classes low and high. The median and interquartile range compare to the rest of the amino acids. This because the number of synonym codons encodes these amino acids is more than four codons. The smallest distribution and similarity range belong to the Methionine (MET) meaning it has a few similar codons, as it encoded by a unique codon CTG.

Concerning evaluation on a subset of the dataset, we have used cassette exons from two classes low and high. The median and interquartile range compare to the rest of the amino acids. This because the number of synonym codons encodes these amino acids is more than four codons. The smallest distribution and similarity range belong to the Methionine (MET) meaning it has a few similar codons, as it encoded by a unique codon CTG.
Moreover, the fundamental relations between codons/words maintained in a way that words with similar biological properties are clustered together. In 2D space, the generated representations contain important features. However, that will be more evident in the real 100-dimension space.

### B. MODELS EVALUATION

In this work, we evaluate the models using two types of accuracy measure methods. In the case of the regression models, the predicted PSI value is compared to the estimated one from the RNA-seq quantification to compute the partition of variance explained ($R^2$). The area under the curve (AUC) is used to evaluate the performance of the classification models. Then we perform a comparison to the result reported in some previous works that have used the original dataset prepared by Brawand et al. [14].

In order to measure the effect of the new feature representation learning methods on the prediction accuracy, we assess MLP-d2v-LMH and Inception-w2v-LMH, both models perform the classification task. But MLP-d2v-LMH take as input the feature vectors generated using doc2vec, whereas Inception-w2v-LMH utilize those from word2vec. The target function used in the classification case has reduced the problem complexity, which has resulted in an overall similar performance of the two models across all the tissues. However, MLP-d2v-LMH model tend to achieve better performance than Inception-w2v-LMH model due to the different nature of the distributed representation given to each model. Results are shown in Table 3. Further, We wished to compare the result of this task to the ones presented in [11], where three models based on different architectures MLR, BNN, and DNN were evaluated. As both the data and the code were not available to reproduce the result in [11] using the new RNA-quantification methods, we note here that the RNA-quantification methods and the selection criteria are different from those used in this work. Regardless of that, the proposed method achieves a better result for the four tissues (brain, kidney, heart, liver) and comparable result for the testis tissue, results are shown in Table 3. However the medium class ($0.33 \leq \Psi < 0.66$) is the most difficult class to predict, as only a small partition of a larger ratio of differential splicing event is grouped in this PSI range.

MLP-d2v-PSI and Inception-w2v-PSI models predict the inclusion level of the alternative exon PSI for each input cassette exons. MLP-d2v-PSI model is trained and tested on feature vectors from the doc2vec framework. Whereas, Inception-w2v-PSI use feature vectors from word2vec. Inception-w2v-PSI performs better than MLP-d2v-PSI in term of variance explained ($R^2$). As word2vec used in the first stage of MLP-d2v-PSI only computes a vector of size 100 for every document in the corpus. It does not generate a representative vector for each word in the document. In this case, some features are neglected and will not appears in the final distributed representations.

BNN-UDC and DNN-LMH were first introduced in [10] and later reconstructed by Barash et al. [12]. These models do not predict PSI directly. Thus, the authors compute the weighted average of the (low, medium, high) class prediction probabilities. DNN-PSI model directly predicts PSI using the new target function introduced by [12]. These models use the same dataset in [14] and the same RNA-quantification method used in this work. The yellow and blue bars in Fig. 7 shows the significant improvement (12% – 39%) in the percent variance explained achieved by our models. The highest improvement 39% was achieved for the liver tissue.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Building computer-based computational models (i.e., in silico biology) for complex biological phenomena, such as AS, helps to appreciate the hidden parameters that might not be in vitro accessible and reduce the cost and time of the experiments. In this work, we presented a novel method for learning distributed feature representation from the cassette exons, through the training of two NLP techniques word2vec and doc2vec. We provided experimental evidence showing that these techniques were able to learn valuable features from the biological sequences, also deciphering the different biological relations among the 3-mers/codons used as words. Next, these features used as input for different deep learning based models that accurately predict PSI. The proposed architectures outperformed the previous methods relies on features selection. Our ultimate goal is to discover the alternatively spliced genes linked to Alzheimer disease. As a future work, we will examine the application of these feature representation techniques in quantifying changes in splicing patterns across the tissues (delta PSI). We also aim to extend the dataset to include more tissue types.
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